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including the control segment, space segment, tracking
segment, communication segment, data processing segment,
application interface for external applications and end-user
segment. The basic principle is that a tracked device is
positioned by Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS),
and positioning data is delivered for post-processing via
mobile networks, the internet or a secure network. The
principle is portrayed in Fig. 1. [2]
The accuracy of tracking and navigation has been increased
since the services became available. Many companies have
also invested in satellite-based tracking systems and use them
to track their everyday deliveries and transportation in order to
be more efficient and secure. Earlier there has been only one
satellite system available; the GPS developed by the U.S
Government.
Now
Russia
(GLONASS),
China
(Compass/Beidou) and the Europeans (Galileo) are aiming to
the same markets with their own systems. The field of
satellite-based tracking is becoming more diverse and these
services are going to be used even more broadly by different
organizations and private persons. This might mean also new
risks [3]. This study focuses on possible future risks of
satellite-based tracking.
This study, belonging to SATERISK project [4], [5]
introduces possible risks of satellite-based tracking and
navigation generally and from and logistics point of view.
This paper presents multiple diverse risks some of which
might sound even unreal or unlikely to occur.

Abstract— This study finds out if in the future, some special
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I. INTRODUCTION

based tracking and navigation has gained broad
popularity during past years. For several years the Global
Positioning System (GPS), developed and administrated by
the United States Air Force, has been available for everyone to
be used [1]. GPS-navigator used to be a luxury item which
could be found in just a few vehicles. Today anyone can get
their own navigation devices with a small price. The GPSsystem was the first satellite-based tracking system available
in markets and therefore its name “GPS” is being used to
describe all satellite-based tracking and navigation in everyday
language.
A modern satellite-based tracking system combines the
navigation and telecommunications technologies. The system
is complicated and it consists of many technical segments,
ATELLITE

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The concept of risks plays an important role in future
studies; risks are linked with the notion of uncertainty – an
inherent quality of the future. With systematic using of futures
research methodologies, alleviating uncertainties about the
future is possible. When developing ways of anticipating the
future—whether through scenarios, Delphi, mega-trend
analysis, weak signal identification, futures wheel, etc.—the
resulting foresight intelligence helps to reveal various
alternative futures. The second layer of analysis consists of
efforts to distinguish major risks. After a specifically
orientated process of risk horizon scanning, the next steps are
identifying
relevant
risks,
assessing,
interpreting,
understanding, managing and governing them. [6]
In this paper, analysis of potential problems and
brainstorming were used broadly as methods in investigation
of risks. Because it is impossible to forecast or reliably
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Fig. 1 Principle of satellite based tracking system [2]

research the future, imagination was needed and it was used
among other methods of future research by making scenarios
of the potential future risks. When examining possible risks of
future, this study relies on some phenomena that already have
taken place in past and might cause problems also in the
future.
The Internet has been used widely to find references,
because it is full of news and variable articles to support this
paper. It was easier to find updated information of this subject
from Internet than from traditional literature. Some references
may not fulfill the scientific standards of good reference, but
these kinds of references have been used to gain new thoughts
and fresh ideas. Also it was made clear in the assignment of
this study that these kinds of references can and should be
used in this study as long as they are also openly compromised
when needed. Not only these “unreliable” references were
used, but also very reliable sources as well as interviews of
professionals.

B. Solar storms
The word solar storm means radical change in Space
“weather” condition, in which the sun generates an enormous
eruption of heat energy and electromagnetic radiation. When
this type of storm reaches the magnetic fields of the earth, it
generates electrical spikes in the electric distribution networks;
it could also mean the breaking and malfunction in many
electrical devices, such as communication and navigation
devices. The worst-case scenario is that a solar storm could
possible lead to global destruction of the electric distribution
networks and brings down satellites of all types.
The devastating effects of a solar storm are the result of
magnetic fields and radiation, which the storm pulls with it.
Powerful electromagnetic radiation destroys the fine
electronics of the satellites and that way makes them out of
order. When the storm hits the earth’s magnetic fields it
causes huge electric spikes in high voltage power lines. The
malfunctioning of the electric distribution network severely
affects the controlling and using devices which are for
example a part of a fleet control system. [8]
According to the U.S. space administration NASA, a large
solar storm could cause devastating effects on a global scale;
NASA has stated that it could bring twice as much destruction
as the Hurricane Katrina did in New Orleans, except the
devastation would be in global scale. [9]
The biggest solar storm measured in known history
happened in 1859. If this scale storm should occur today it
would paralyze the data traffic such as phone calls and
messages, internet and television broadcasts. NASA has
forecasted that a solar storm of that scale could happen in
2012-2013, because the activity of the sun is biggest at that
time. According to NASA studies, a solar storm is most likely
to happen, when the amount of sunspots is at its peak.
Measurements have proven that this type of season occur in
every eleventh year. [10] A small solar storm-like
phenomenon is suspected to be the reason of a satellite

III. PROBLEM SOLUTION
A. Natural disasters
Latest natural disasters on earth have had significant and
surprising affects on a global scale. A good example of this is
the volcanic eruption in Iceland, which stopped the whole
European air traffic for few days. Another example is Japan's
earthquake and massive tsunami, which incurred such
monstrous damage that most likely the current Japanese Quasi
Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) program with three GPSsupplementary satellites [7] will be delayed.
These are the reasons why the possible effects of a natural
disaster must be taken seriously while thinking the possible
outcomes of the risks which could affect e.g. to fleet control or
security systems.
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navigating and tracking systems available to use, for example
the Russian GLONASS and EU’s Galileo systems. Also China
is in a process of developing its own global satellite navigating
and tracking system, which is named the Compass. In the
future equipment are likely to support other systems besides
GPS or multiple systems at the same time. Although one must
remember that considerable risk is a situation where some
parties want to exclude others from receiving their satellite
signals. This type of situation could complicate the life of
individuals and companies alike. [12] An international
military conflict or uncertain economic stability could lead to
these kinds of circumstances.

stopped reacting to the commands from earth in April 2010
[11].
If Solar storm should happen it would mean that the
navigation with GPS and other satellite based fleet tracking
and navigation systems would be out of order, it could
significantly complicate the logistical processes. Also the
distribution of gasoline to the fleet would be compromised,
since most of the gasoline pumps work with electricity. The
impacts of a solar storm would extend to all electronic
devices, also to the controlling devices of fleet management
operating systems. And not only to the navigating devices of
companies and civil persons alike, but also to the satellites,
which are the basis of those systems. This type of situation
would likely be catastrophic to continuity of production and
would at least cause major security risks to the organizations
that depend on satellite tracking systems. [9]

2) Economical crisis
A big economical crisis could affect strongly to the
financing of satellite programs in the future. The most recent
economic crisis led to cuts in the world largest space program
in USA. Shuttle flights were canceled entirely, and huge
budget cuts where implied to the program. [13] The budget
cuts were also implied to the GPS system itself. Needles to say
that this will cause problems by time, when the system gets
older and new satellites are not launched to the orbit; the old
satellites in the system will decay. The conclusion is that
Problems with funding will increase the risk of satellites to
malfunction, problems to keep up with continuity plan and
finally to increasing disturbances and weakening of the signal
in the user level.

1) Ash cloud from volcano eruption
In 2010 a massive eruption of a volcano in Iceland caused
severe problems for air traffic in Europe. Almost all the flights
were cancelled due to ash clouds that could have been able to
cause damage to airplanes.
In this study, as a part of natural disasters, ash clouds from
volcano eruptions were investigated as a possible risk for
satellite-based tracking in the future. The idea was based on a
supposition, that a massive ash cloud would be so thick that
signals between the Earth and satellites could be blocked at
least partially.
However, there seems to be no previous research on this
subject, because the phenomenon is not very common. Only
some slightly unreliable sources for information were found,
claiming both that the ash cloud has and has not effect on
satellite signals. These results were based on observations of
individual people.
Anyhow, it is possible that an ash cloud could affect signal
strength and cause loss of accuracy. But this would be quite
unlikely to happen and it would affect only random users, not
all. The volcano eruption should possibly be so big to affect
the satellite-based tracking, that the loss of tracking would be
a minor problem in comparison with the damage to whole
human society. So far, as there are no results from scientific
research on this matter, this phenomenon cannot be held as a
severe risk for satellite-based tracking.

3) Destroying satellites intentionally
The original GPS-system was developed to the use of US
Military and it is still managed by U.S. Air force [14]. The
GPS system was the first satellite based navigation system in
the world and it was born to match the needs of military
positioning and navigating [15]. Later on people saw the
business potential in the system, and many years after the
original launch it was approved for the use of civilians. The
main users of GPS and other satellite positioning system
around world are mainly the military organizations of different
countries around the globe. In the possible conflict situations
in future it is very likely that the fighting parties will try to
cripple the satellite system of the enemy so that they can’t use
their satellite based weaponry or Intel systems. In a global
scale this kind of situation would affect to other instances as
well, or at least to those which are using satellite based
protocols in their businesses. The increasing of well working
satellite based navigation systems within big countries (USA,
China, Russia, and India etc.) will increase the risk of conflict
that will take place in the orbit. This kind of space conflict
would only happen if the political situation would be unstable
in the world, so it is very unlikely to happen at this time. A
strategic and direct strike against the enemies’ satellite system
could be considered possible in a conflict situation because of
two different reasons. The strike would not be judged so
harshly on a global scale because there would not be any
casualties, and secondly the benefits derived from the strike to
the military would be huge.
As mentioned earlier many military systems of US and

C. International crisis and conflicts
On a potential crisis situation, where satellite based tracking
and navigating systems are used by both parties of the conflict,
it is possible that the party that manages the operating systems
of the navigation and tracking close the system from outsiders,
so that only one that can use them are their own organizations,
military and its allies. Also the possible global economical
crisis could cause a situation where satellite based services are
restricted due the problems of financing them.
1) Conflicts
In the near future there will be more satellite based
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2) Aging of satellite technology
One of the risks threatening the satellite-based tracking is
insufficient funding. Satellite-based tracking systems need
technical developing and maintenance of existing hardware,
just like any other technical system, to work properly.
Renewal of satellite technology and replacing old satellites
with new ones is not cheap. Insufficient funding has already
caused aging of the satellites of the GPS-system. The U.S.
Government has not been able to replace their old satellites as
planned, which has lead to situation in which the amount of
required satellites in GPS-system has been feared to drop
below its minimum. This problem has been thought as quite a
serious risk for the system. [19], [20]
Some of the problems are estimated to be caused by
business acquisitions and changes in subcontractors’
organizations. Because of the changes in e.g. key personnel in
some companies they have not been able to fill their duties in
cooperation with the government and in maintenance of
satellites and technology [21]. This can be thought as source
for a risk of aging of the satellite technology also in the future.
Similar problems might face all the satellite-based tracking
systems, not only the GPS.
Partially by the reasons above, Europeans have developed
their own independent satellite-based tracking system Galileo
ran by civilian administration. Russian government has
developed their own system, GLONASS, which is developed
for global use. Among Russia and USA, also other powerful
governments, such as China, Japan and India, are currently
developing their own regional or worldwide satellite-based
tracking systems.
The GLONASS system has although already faced some
problems. The satellite constellation has not been updated as
planned because of several technical problems. This has also
caused financial pressure for the program. One of the biggest
set-back for the GLONASS system occurred in December
2010 when three satellites were destroyed shortly after the
launch. The rocket that was supposed to deliver the satellites
to the orbit crashed to the Pacific Ocean. [22], [23]
In Japan, the Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is a
proposed three-satellite regional time transfer system and
enhancement for the Global Positioning System [7]. The first
satellite 'Michibiki' was launched on 11 September 2010 [24].
According to [25], fully operational status should be expected
by 2013. However, the earthquake and tsunami on 11th March
2011 most likely delays this program, because Japan has so
much to do on earth that space operations may have of
secondary importance.
These examples are not only possible for the Russian and
Japanese systems, but also for every other satellite-based
tracking system. These kinds of problems could occur to any
other system as well and in the future as there is going to be 57 different systems available, unexpected technical problems
are likely to affect at least some tracking services. But one has
to remember that these problems are hard to forecast and they
are dependent from many different matters, financial and
technical.

other countries rely heavily to satellite positioning. China and
USA have already had experimental missile strikes from
ground to orbit based missiles, which are capable of
destroying satellites. [16], [17] Destroying the satellites this
way will also increase the risk of collision with space debris in
the orbit.
D. Technical risks
The most potential risk in the near future when considering
the satellite navigation would probably be the satellite system
itself. The technology is getting older if not updated on a
regular basis also other things like space debris hitting the
satellites damaging or destroying them completely, and certain
uncertainties in some situations. The satellite navigation is
based on a network of satellites circling the orbit. The amount
of satellites needed to power the network depends on the
system, but in all the common systems such as GPS,
GLONASS and COMPAS the amount is somewhere between
21 and 35 satellites total. If for some reason satellites are
missing from the network, the overall quality and accuracy of
the system is greatly reduced.
1) Problems with satellite technology
The most commonly used satellite based navigation system
is the Global Positioning System (GPS). The GPS is managed
by the U.S. Air force. To be operational and have the accuracy
needed the GPS needs at least 24 working satellites in the orbit
[15]. Today, the system had 31 operational satellites [18]. The
system was originally developed to the use of U.S. military.
These days the GPS is available for everybody who has the
hardware needed to make use of it. The system is still being
managed by the U.S. Air force though, which causes it to be
unreliable in the event that some party not favored by USA
wants to use it to gain its own benefits. It is commonly known
that USA can affect to the accuracy of GPS system and if
needed even jam the signal from others. In an international
crisis situation, where the benefits of the USA are threatened,
the GPS is not the most reliable system.
Before there has only been hardware available at the market
that supports the GPS standard, but in the future the consumer
can choose from a large variety of options. Some of the
satellite based navigation systems are built to support each
others. So in the future it is possible to use many systems at
the same time with same hardware, e.g. GPS and Galileo. In
any case the problems pictured earlier on the paper could be
relevant with other systems as well. The competition between
the standards could cause problems as well. The increasing
amount of hardware and systems brings also a large variety of
new protective measures and protective standards to the
navigation field. New systems may vary between each other
and may bring issues and problems with it. Also the reliability
of the systems may vary. That could be a problem when a
system has to be chosen to match the needs of a logistical or
any company that uses satellite based navigation to operate its
businesses.
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3) Collisions in the Earth’s orbit
Earth’s orbit already contains thousands of pieces that are
being classified as space debris. Experts have estimated that
even 300,000 pieces of space debris, with average size of 1-10
cm, might be orbiting the Earth at the moment. The size of
these pieces might sound small, but in space their speed can
reach such high levels that one of these small pieces of space
debris could easily destroy a satellite simply by colliding in to
one. [26]
According to NASA’s calculations there are also 17,000
man-made objects orbiting the Earth. This figure includes
3,000 still operational satellites from total of 6,000 satellites
being sent to the orbit [27]. Most of the pieces of space debris
and satellites orbit in the lower-level of the orbit. Satellites
used in satellite-based tracking mainly use the mid-level of the
orbit, which means that they are still above most of the space
debris. At the moment collision between satellite-based
tracking satellites and other satellites or space debris is not
probable. Still, it is not impossible either.
In lower-level orbit there has already been a collision
between two satellites. Both satellites were completely
destroyed [28]. The satellites in this collision were owned by
USA and Russia. Collision between two satellites is highly
unexpectable and improbable, but every collision like the one
described above or between satellite and space debris cause
the amount of space debris to increase. This naturally
increases the risk of new collisions as there would be more
uncontrolled debris in the orbit. right after the collision the
debris created by it will be very unpredictable and the
movement of debris cannot be even estimated. Only after a
long period of time, depending on the piece, the movement of
the debris can be estimated. This makes it possible for the
satellite administrators to try controlling the satellites to avoid
collisions. The risk of problems caused by space debris is
increasing especially because the debris cannot be taken away
from the orbit. [29]
In the future, even more countries can afford investing on
their own space programmes and own satellites. They will also
have the need for the technological advantages of the satellitebased systems. The attractiveness of own space programmes
and satellites is based on the independency; with your own
system you can have all the credit from your technological
innovations and systems to your own country and you are not
dependent on the other countries. When more countries and
organizations get interested in space technology, the lowerlevel orbit will lose its attractiveness because on the
congestions and increasing level of space debris. This might
lead in to situation, in which new satellites move to mid-level
orbit, same level that the satellite-based tracking satellites use,
when risks increase also in this level.
Losing one satellite used by the tracking systems would
cause only small or even insignificant harm for the reliability
of satellite-based tracking systems. This is because most of the
time different satellite-based tracking systems have amount of
satellites in use that exceeds the minimum requirements of
accurate tracking. Although, losing one satellite is extremely
expensive and replacing destroyed satellites is very slow

process. Physically broken satellites also cause the amount of
space debris to increase in mid-level orbit which increases the
risk of collisions for other operational satellites. One collision
might even cause a chain reaction which would make it even
more expensive and difficult to maintain satellites in orbit.
This could also affect on the users of satellite-based tracking
by accuracy loss or new expenses.
4) Information Security
Information security related vulnerabilities already occur
with satellite based tracking systems [30], [31]. Commercial
satellite based tracking services are usually built by using
commercial telecommunication networks, internet and IT
services. The level of information security is not usually
known and the user has to be aware if the tracking service is
used for tracking sensitive or confidential targets. Location
data can be captured by the third party if the data transfer path
is insecure or the location data can be stored in insecure place.
The system is potential target for denial of service (DOS)attacks, viruses, worms, pharming, cross scripting, and social
engineering too. Modern smart phone have integrated GPS
functionality and the user should be aware if the smart phone
is used as tracking device. New smart phone operating
systems, like iOS by Apple and Android by Google, have
security vulnerabilities and they will be interesting targets for
the criminals when the number of terminals grows [30], [31].
Lately, there has reported 65 security vulnerabilities for iOS
[32] and 88 security vulnerabilities for Android 2.2 [33]. The
rising trend of found security vulnerabilities shows that users
have to be careful with their smart phones if these will be
applied in business critical applications and services.
5) Capacity of mobile networks
Many satellite-based tracking applications rely on
commercial telecommunications networks. The quality of
networks cannot be guaranteed and it is possible that the
tracked object, such as a vehicle, goes outside radio coverage
or network is congested in highly populated areas. In
international environment, the quality of telecommunication
networks may vary in different countries and roaming can
cause problems. In the future, many mobile networks can be
overloaded due to increased number of customers and cost
saving of operators.
6) Unintentional interferences
All existing navigation systems (GPS, GLONASS) and the
new ones (Galileo, COMPASS) are using same L1 frequency.
The usage of same frequency could cause interference
problems if the systems are not designed properly [34].
Other lately reported case handled telecommunication
system and GNSS interworking; 4G (LTE) network by
LightSquared will cause interference for GPS signal in U.S
because they are using almost same frequency. The results of
simulation showed that the interference will start at 22.1 km
for the aviation receiver and total signal loss occurred at 9.0
km from the transmitter. [35]
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7) Intentional interferences
The intentional interference of satellite-based tracking
signals causes risks for different kind of end-users. Some of
the users might not require constant navigation or tracking
services, especially to ensure their security, but some users
have the need to have real-time monitoring for their fleet and
equipment. Examples of this kind of users are for example
Cash-In-Transit-companies and prisoner transports. They need
to monitor their vehicles to ensure the safety and security of
their staff and cargo or passengers. Jamming the tracking and
navigation of these users might give people with criminal
intent advantages in their operations. Some robberies have
already been made with the aid of jamming devices.
Tracking devices can be interfered in several ways. GPS
(like any other satellite navigation system) frequencies are
commonly known and therefore easily disturbed. Jamming
means blocking the actual tracking signals by generating noise
to cover and replace the tracking signals with a special device
for this purpose, jammers. The tracking devices cannot
interpret the jamming signals and therefore the tracking does
not work properly [37]. Intentional jamming does not require
very sophisticated equipment. Though illegal to use in most
countries, GPS jammers can be bought on the internet for as
little as $30 [36]. Similarly, tracking device transmissions are
as easily stopped by causing noise to GSM and 3G frequency.
More sophisticated way to interrupt tracking transmission is to
use a fake base station, when no other signals are disturbed.
This makes interference detection much more challenging.
Satellite-based tracking signals can also be “spoofed”.
Spoofing means feeding false signals to the tracking system in
order to have for example the GPS unit to display false
information about locations and routes. The tracking device
then thinks that it is another place than it actually is. The
spoofing is possible because the spoofing device fools the
tracking device by sending stronger signals than the actual
satellites send from the space. Most of the tracking devices
available today accept the false signals as real ones because
they are stronger and easier to receive. [37] One way to spoof
tracking system is to use fake satellites (so called pseudosatellites or pseudolites). Instead of jamming, pseudolites
imitate satellite signal. Corrupted satellite data causes wrong
positioning for tracking devices. [38]
One, theoretical way to prevent tracking is to use
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) device. EMP devices are
expensive and developed for military use. There are no reports
about using any EMP device to disrupt civil tracking systems.
[39]
It is very important that all jamming and spoofing devices
are being illegalized in every country. Mostly, these devices
are designed for criminal intentions and they have very little if
any advantages in security and safety. The jamming devices
are cheap aids for criminals to be used in many kinds of
criminal activities. And the devices may even have
unintentional consequences when they are being used. A
strong jammer could even affect air traffic and cause danger
for many people at the same time.
This technology is being constantly further developed

and it is making progress as much as the tracking systems. The
signal modulation and frequencies of satellite-based tracking
systems are public information and they are used also for
building jammers. In the future, this kind of development of
jamming and spoofing devices could be expected to be
growing trend as there will be more satellite-based tracking
systems and new services available. The jamming and
spoofing may become a serious problem in the form of
concrete safety and security risk. If the jamming devices start
causing severe problems, the whole concept of satellite-based
tracking systems may end up in unpopularity and unreliability
problems, which cause financial problems for the
administrators of different systems.
E. Risks of satellite-based tracking business
The use of GPS based tracking devices has been generalized
in 21st century. Navigator devices and other GPS based
tracking devices have been more available for private users.
The reasons for this have clearly been due better availability
and cheaper prices and better tracking accuracy. In addition to
the equipment itself the growing usage of GPS based tracking
services has generated other navigating related businesses.
1) Increasing number of services
The amount of companies providing navigating solutions
has grown rapidly while satellite-based navigating equipment
has become more popular. These companies mainly provide
GPS-based fleet control systems and systems related to
logistical security of customers.
GPS-based solutions that are being sold to companies are
also being leased, this means that the service provider has
significant role even after the product has been delivered and
installed. This also means that risks are being related in
information security and integrity of tracking information [31]
from the service user's point of view. In the current
economical situation it is likely that companies buy their
navigating services from an outside service provider. When
there are more people involved in the navigating production
chain, it increases the risk of tracking information to end up in
wrong hands. It is likely that this situation will continue to
progress to the same way in the near future and satellite-based
navigating systems will be the most used mean to navigate.
Due this fact, companies will have plenty of tracking
information available, which value can’t be understated.
Tracking information is valuable and important in two
ways. Firstly the information itself and the usage of it, is
significantly important to the company using it. On the other
hand the personal location information that is contained in the
tracking information is very valuable and delicate, due the
privacy issues. When the amount of location information is
increased in the companies and it is being managed by
subcontractors the criminals have more possibilities to get the
information they need. Criminals could acquire this location
information in numerous ways; some of the possible options
could be corruption such as bribing, information thefts and
burglaries. Criminals could use this location information in
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IV. CONCLUSION

many ways, from extortion to planning and conducting heist.
It is very likely that competition will grow between service
providers when new satellite-based navigating systems such as
Galileo are being launched. It is likely that this competition
will create pressure to save in the costs, so that service pricing
will be competitive. Savings in the wrong places could cause
serious information security issues to the customer buying
those services.
On the other hand it could lead to
improvement of information security as it could turn to
valuable competing advantage. Growing competition in the
service provider field also requires more knowledge from the
buyer.
If the knowledge about the services and its technical
features are poor in the buying organization, it could be
possible that wrong kind of systems, services and equipment
are being bought; this can also create new risks concerning
information security.

The future will most likely bring multiple new risks to the
field of satellite-based tracking. All of them can not be
forecasted, but some possibilities have been thought already.
Natural disasters such as solar storms cannot be forecasted
reliably; only their possible effects for the society can be
estimated in forehand. Current economic situation could cause
long term effects on the satellite systems as their budgets
might face cuts in the future. Different kind of future conflicts
around the globe might have effects to the accuracy and
integrity of the systems, as different parties don’t want their
enemies to use them to their causes. It is possible that the
nationally or internationally owned satellite systems are being
moved to private corporation ownership. This is a risk for
companies using satellite based tracking in their businesses.
As a conclusion, the risks that are likely to face satellitebased tracking are caused by financial, political and natural
causes. Because of these risks, all the different end-users of
satellite-based tracking need to be updated, both technically
and mentally. The availability of different services will most
likely increase as new service providers come to the
expanding market in the future. Variety of the services is
growing and the customer has to use more time and effort to
find the best and most reliable alternatives. Keeping one’s
information up to date is crucial.

2) Private ownership
One possible future scenario for the companies using
satellite-based tracking services is that satellite tracking
systems would become private. This means that one or more
satellite-based tracking systems would be administrated by a
private company, which would have only one goal: to get as
much profit as possible. One possibility in the future is also
that a private company would build its own satellite-based
tracking system.
Possible reasons for national or multinational satellite
systems to become ran by private companies are several. The
GPS-system, administrated by the U.S. government, has faced
some serious financial troubles, lack of funding. When this
kind of problems occur, it is possible that some government
organizations are forced to sell their systems to private funders
at least partially. In worst case scenarios the governments are
forced to give up the whole system and give its administration
to a private company. Other possible reason for the satellite
systems becoming private companies is a loss of interest of the
government actors. This might be consequence of some new
systems in the market, radical changes in legislations
nationally or internationally, pressure from the society and
disagreements in the administrative organizations or the
organizations falling apart.
The risks caused by all this concern financial matters,
quality of service and information security. As the main goal
for a company is to make profit, the case would be that
satellite-based tracking will become paid service. Possible
service charges would then be added to all other costs of the
user’s business and this would naturally make the service,
provided e.g. by logistics company, more expensive. In the
worst scenario, one big tracking company with administration
of all satellite systems would have international monopoly.
Also if there were more than just one satellite-based tracking
company, the competition between them would most probably
cause them to save money in every aspect. This could affect
on the service quality and accuracy of the tracking. Private
companies could also have different kinds of information
security policies, some better, and some worse.
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